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Deepjyoti Deka, Michael Chertkov, and Scott Backhaus
Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico, USA
Abstract—Optimal operation of distribution grid resources
relies on accurate estimation of its state and topology. Practical
estimation of such quantities is complicated by the limited
presence of real-time meters. This paper discusses a theoretical
framework to jointly estimate the operational topology and
statistics of injections in radial distribution grids under limited
availability of nodal voltage measurements. In particular we show
that our proposed algorithms are able to provably learn the exact
grid topology and injection statistics at all unobserved nodes as
long as they are not adjacent. The algorithm design is based on
novel ordered trends in voltage magnitude fluctuations at node
groups, that are independently of interest for radial physical
flow networks. The complexity of the designed algorithms is
theoretically analyzed and their performance validated using
both linearized and non-linear AC power flow samples in test
distribution grids.
Index Terms—Distribution grid, linear flows, spanning tree,
missing nodes, load estimation, complexity, clustering
I. INTRODUCTION
Distribution grid is the part of the power grid network
from the distribution substation to the loads and end-users.
Often the distribution grid is structured as a radial tree with
the substation node as root and load buses/buses powered
by the substation located elsewhere. This radial topology is
constructed by switching on and off breakers from a set
of candidate lines. The optimal operation of smart grids
depends on the accurate real-time estimate of the operational
topology as well as of the statistics of disturbance/variation in
consumption at different grid nodes. However such estimation
problems are not straightforward due to the low deployment
of real-time meters in the distribution grid [1]. In recent years,
there has been a growing adoption of certain ‘nodal’ meters
on the distribution side. Examples include distribution PMUs,
micro-PMUs [2], FNETs [3]. Additionally, some smart devices
at end-user nodes are capable of measuring nodal quantities
like voltages for their primary operation. In this paper, we
study the problem of structure and statistical estimation in
distribution grids using such nodal measurements available
only at a subset of the grid nodes - remaining nodes being
unobserved/‘missing’. Moving forward into the regime of
higher meter placement, incomplete observability may still
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be an issue for third-parties due to privacy concerns and
encrypted measurements. As the number of possible radial
networks that can be constructed from a set of candidate edges
can scale exponentially with its size, brute force methods for
topology identification and subsequently injection estimation
are avoided. Instead we focus on designing computationally
efficient theoretical learning algorithms for exact recovery
despite the presence of missing nodes in the grid.
A. Prior Work
Learning and estimation in power grids and radial distri-
bution grids in particular has attracted significant attention in
recent years. The prior work can be distinguished based on
methodology used, assumptions and measurements involved.
For available line measurements, [4] uses maximum likelihood
tests for estimating the operational topology using cycles basis.
For available nodal voltage measurements, [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]
use properties of the graphical model of voltage measurements
to identify the operational topology. Similarly, properties of
graphical models in dynamical systems that represent swing
dynamics in power grids have been used in grid identification
in [10], [11]. [12], [13] use properties of second moments
of voltage magnitudes measurements to identify the radial
topology through iterative algorithms that build the tree from
leaves to the root. For availability of both voltage and injec-
tion measurements, [14], [15] design algorithms for topology
and parameter (line impedance) identification that considers
missing nodes. In agnostic data-driven efforts, topology and
parameter identification techniques using machine learning
techniques have been discussed in [16], [17].
An important feature of the majority of cited work based on
voltage measurement samples is that exact learning algorithms
are only provided for cases with sufficient nodal observability
(i.e. without missing nodes). In prior work that considers
missing nodes [12], [18], topology learning algorithms are de-
signed but require historical knowledge of injections statistics
at all nodes, including missing nodes. Such estimates may be
unreliable or not present in reality. Further, the hidden nodes
are assumed to be separated by three or more hops in the
operational grid. We relax both these drawbacks in this paper.
In a different setting, [14], [15] require both injection and
voltage samples at the observed nodes. Availability of real-
time injection samples may have stronger consequences for
end-user privacy [19]. In this work, we consider a setting
where samples of nodal voltages and statistics of injections
(not samples) are available only at the observed nodes, while
2missing nodes are two or more hops away (ie. non-adjacent).
Our algorithms are able to learn the exact grid topology and
estimate the injection statistics at the missing nodes.
B. Technical Contribution
We consider estimation in partially observed radial grids
using time-stamped voltage samples and injection statistics
collected from a subset of nodes. Operational edges are
selected from among a larger set of permissible edges with
known impedances. Under the assumption that missing nodes
are non-adjacent and have a degree greater than two, we
present learning algorithms to estimate the operational grid
topology and estimate the injection statistics at the missing
nodes. Based on a linearized AC power flow model [12],
[20], [21], [22], we determine relations (equalities and in-
equalities) between second moments of voltages at groups of
two and three nodes that enable guaranteed estimation. We
first consider the case with no missing nodes and provide the
theoretical sample and computational complexity of a span-
ning tree based Algorithm 1 originally presented in [18] that
uses only voltage magnitude samples at all nodes to learn the
operational topology. We demonstrate through simulations that
this algorithm has improved performance at low sample sizes
over prior work [12]. Further we discuss theoretical limitations
of Algorithm 1 when missing nodes exist in the system. Next
we consider the case where missing nodes are three hops away
and present Algorithm 2, which incorporates additional checks
to identify the missing nodes and estimate their injection
statistics. Finally we present Algorithm 3 that is able to learn
topology and statistics when hidden node are two or more hops
away. Going from three to two hop separation uses clustering
based on novel monotonic properties of voltages at three
nodes. We show the polynomial computational complexity of
the designed algorithms, and validate the algorithms on a test
distribution system with non-linear AC power flow samples
simulated through Matpower [23].
This work is the journal version of a preliminary conference
paper [24] which described Algorithm 3. This work includes
extended proofs of theorems, new Algorithm 2, as well as
theoretical results on sample and computational complexity.
Further, unlike [24], we present realistic simulation results that
enhance the practicality of our proposed algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces structural and power flow variables and models
used in the remaining sections. Section III describes relations
(equalities and inequalities) of second moments of nodal
voltage magnitudes that are used in algorithm design. The
first learning algorithm for grids with no missing nodes is
presented in Section III, along with the analysis of its sample
and computational complexity. The second and third learning
algorithms for grids with missing nodes are given in Section
IV along with derivation of voltage properties that enable
their design. Numerical simulations of our learning algorithms
on test radial networks are presented in Section V. Finally,
Section VI contains conclusions and discussion of future work.
d
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Fig. 1. Distribution grid with 1 substation (large red node). The operational
lines are solid, and non-operational lines are dashed grey. Nodes b and a are
parent-child pair, while b and d are grandparent-grandchild. Node c and a
are siblings. Nodes c,d are leaves. The green edges represent path P c. The
descendant set of node a is Da = {a,d}.
II. DISTRIBUTION GRID: STRUCTURE AND POWER FLOWS
Structure: We represent radial distribution grid by the graph
T = (V ,E), where V is the set of buses/nodes of the graph
and E is the set of edges. We denote nodes by alphabets (a,
b,...) and the edge connecting nodes a and b by (ab). The
root node of the tree represents a substation and is assumed to
have a degree one. This is done for ease of notation as each
sub-network emerging from the substation can be separately
identified as later discussed. The edge set E is determined
by operational lines (closed) in a set of candidate permissible
edges E f ull . We seek to identify the set of operational edges
E given the set of candidate edges E f ull . In radial grid T , we
denote the unique set of edges that connect a node a to the
root node by path P a. We call a node a to be a descendant
of another node b if P b ⊂ P a (i.e. the path from a to root
passes through b). Da is used to denote the set of descendants
of a. We include node a in Da by definition. If a ∈ Db and
(ab) ∈ E , then b and a are termed parent and child nodes
respectively. A parent of a parent is termed grandparent. Two
nodes that share the same parent are termed siblings. Finally
terminal nodes that do not have a child are termed leaves.
An illustrative example of a radial grid with operational edges
selected from a candidate set is shown in Fig. 1 along with the
graph-theoretic notations defined. Next we describe the power
flow model used in this paper.
Power Flow (PF) Model: Each line (ab) (either operational
or open) is associated with a complex impedance zab =
rab + iˆxab (iˆ
2 = −1), where rab > 0 and xab > 0 denote line
resistance and reactance respectively. Let the real and reactive
injections at node a be denoted by pa and qa respectively.
Kirchhoff’s law relates the complex AC injection at a by
the following power flow equation termed AC-PF (Alternating
Current Power Flow).
pa+ iˆqa = ∑
b:(ab)∈E
v2a− vavb exp(iˆθa− iˆθb)
z∗ab
. (1)
Here real valued scalars, va, θa are the voltage magnitude
and phase respectively at node a. Under normal operating
conditions, small deviations in voltage magnitude from nom-
inal value (1p.u.) at each node and small phase differences
between neighboring nodes can be assumed and the following
3linearized power flow model is derived by ignoring second
order terms: [12], [22]:
pa = ∑
b:(ab)∈E
(rab(va− vb)+ xab(θa−θb))/
(
x2ab+ r
2
ab
)
, (2)
qa = ∑
b:(ab)∈E
(xab(va− vb)− rab(θa−θb))/
(
x2ab+ r
2
ab
)
(3)
We term Eqs. (2,3) as LC-PF (Linear Coupled Power Flow).
Note that the active and reactive injections in LC-PF are
linear functions of differences in nodal voltage magnitudes
and phases. Thus the equations are satisfied if the voltage and
phase at all buses are measured relative to some reference
bus. Here we consider the substation root node as reference
bus with magnitude 1p.u. and phase 0. Further, summing each
equation over all nodes gives 0. Thereby LC-PF is lossless.
Without a loss of generality, we can thus restrict LC-PF
analysis to a reduced system without the reference node. This
is similar to work in similar lossless models as LinDistFlow
[20] or DC power flow. The reduced system is in fact invertible
and enables us to express voltages in terms of injections as
noted below:
v= H−1
1/rp+H
−1
1/xq θ = H
−1
1/xp−H
−1
1/rq (4)
Abusing notation, we use v,θ, p,q to denote the vector of
voltage magnitude, phase, active and reactive injections re-
spectively at the non-reference buses in the reduced system.
The derivation uses basic matrix inversion. H1/r and H1/x
denote the full-rank reduced weighted Laplacian matrices for
tree T where reciprocal of resistances (1/r) and reactances
(1/x) are used respectively as edge weights. The reduction is
achieved by removing the row and column corresponding to
the reference bus in the original weighted Laplacian matrix.
Simulation results on the similarity of LC-PF with non-linear
AC power flow generated voltages are described in Section V
for test cases.
For a random vector X . we use µX = E[X ] to denote
its mean. For two random vectors X and Y , the centered
covariance matrix is denoted by ΩXY =E[(X−µX)(Y −µY )
T ].
If X = Y , we denote the covariance matrix by ΩX .
As LC-PF is linear, we relate the means and covariances
of voltage magnitudes and phases with that of the active and
reactive injections.
µv = H
−1
1/rµp+H
−1
1/xµq, µθ = H
−1
1/xµp−H
−1
1/rµq (5a)
Ωv = H
−1
1/r
ΩpH
−1
1/r
+H−1
1/x
ΩqH
−1
1/x
+H−1
1/r
ΩpqH
−1
1/x
+H−1
1/x
ΩqpH
−1
1/r
(5b)
Ωθ = H
−1
1/x
ΩpH
−1
1/x
+H−1
1/r
ΩqH
−1
1/r
−H−1
1/x
ΩpqH
−1
1/r
−H−1
1/r
ΩqpH
−1
1/x
(5c)
Ωvθ = H
−1
1/rΩpH
−1
1/x−H
−1
1/xΩqH
−1
1/r−H
−1
1/rΩpqH
−1
1/r +H
−1
1/xΩqpH
−1
1/x (5d)
We look at functions of the covariance matrices in the next
section and prove equality and inequality results that enable
topology and statistical estimation.
III. PROPERTIES OF VOLTAGE SECOND MOMENTS
At the onset, we make the following assumption regarding
statistics of nodal injections at the grid nodes.
c

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Fig. 2. Distribution grid tree for Theorem 1 illustration. Here φac = φab+φbc,
and φac1 = φab+φbc1 , while φac2 > φab2 +φb2c2 , and φac3 > φab+φbc3 .
Assumption 1: Active and reactive injections at different
nodes are not correlated, while at the same node are non-
negatively correlated. Mathematically, ∀a,b non-substation
nodes
Ωqp(a,a)≥ 0, Ωp(a,b) = Ωq(a,b) = Ωqp(a,b) = 0
This assumption, similar to ones in [6], [7], [9], [12], is
motivated by the fact that at short time-scales, injection
fluctuations are the result of loads changes that are independent
across nodes. Note that fluctuations at the same node may be
aligned. Under Assumption 1, we analyze second moments
of voltages in radial grid T . First we mention two structural
results for inverse weighted Laplacian matrices that are true
for radial networks, mentioned in [12].
1) For nodes a and b in tree T ,
H−1
1/r(a,b) = ∑
(cd)∈P a
⋂
P b
rcd (6)
2) For parent node b and its child a,
H−1
1/r(a,c)−H
−1
1/r(b,c) =
{
rab if node c ∈D
a
0 otherwise,
(7)
Note that P a
⋂
P b denotes the common edges on paths from
nodes a and b to the root. The first result follows from structure
of inverse reduced incidence matrices in trees. The second
result follows from the first result as for parent-child pair b,a
and node c /∈Da, P a
⋂
P c and P b
⋂
P c are identical.
We now consider a specific non-negative function of two
nodes φab = E[(va− µva)− (vb− µvb)]
2, which represents the
variance of the difference in voltage magnitudes at nodes a and
b. Using Eq. (5b), φab can be expanded in terms of covariances
at nodal injections as
φab = Ωv(a,a)+Ωv(b,b)−2Ωv(a,b)
= ∑
d∈T
(H−1
1/r(a,d)−H
−1
1/r(b,d))
2Ωp(d,d)+(H
−1
1/x(a,d)−H
−1
1/x(b,d))
2Ωq(d,d)
+2
(
H−1
1/r(a,d)−H
−1
1/r(b,d)
)(
H−1
1/x(a,d)−H
−1
1/x(b,d)
)
Ωpq(d,d) (8)
The following result shows increasing trends in φab along
paths in the radial grid.
Theorem 1. For three nodes a 6= b 6= c in tree T , let the path
from a to c pass through node b in tree T . Then
1) φab+φbc = φac if P
c
⋂
P a = P b
2) φab+φbc < φac if P
c
⋂
P a ⊂ P b
The proof, originally presented in the conference paper [18],
is provided in Appendix VII-A for completion and use in
subsequent theorems. Theorem 1 states that φ computed across
any path in T is at least as large as the sum computed across its
4non-overlapping sub-paths as shown in Fig. 2. The following
theorem from [18] uses this result to estimate the operational
tree from the set of permissible edges E f ull .
Theorem 2. Let each permissible edge (ab) in E f ull be given
weight φab = E[(va−µva)− (vb−µvb)]
2. The operational edge
set E is given by the minimum weight spanning tree in set
E f ull .
Theorem 2 states that the exact topology of the grid can be
computed using just the voltage magnitude measurements at
all grid nodes. No additional information related to injection
statistics are needed. If voltage phase angles are also available,
the injection statistics at all nodes can be computed by invert-
ing Eqs. (5) or iteratively from leaves to the root using Eq. (9a)
described later. The steps in topology and injection statistics
estimation are listed in Algorithm 1, originally presented as
Algorithm 1 in [18].
Algorithm 1 Learning without missing nodes
Input: Voltage observations v, θ at all nodes, set of
permissible edges E f ull with line impedances.
Output: Operational edges E , injection covariances
Ωp,Ωq,Ωpq at all nodes
1: ∀(ab) ∈ E f ull , compute φab = E[(va− µva)− (vb− µvb)]
2
2: Find min. spanning tree from E with φab as edge weights.
3: E ← edges in spanning tree
4: Compute Ωp,Ωq,Ωpq using Eqs. (5).
Computational Complexity: For set E f ull , minimum span-
ning tree can be found using Kruskal’s Algorithm [25], [26]
in O(|E | log |E |) operations. In the worst case, where all
node pairs are permissible edges, the complexity scales as
O(|V |2 log |V |). The next result presents the number of volt-
age samples necessary for accurate recovery using empirical
estimates of φ.
Theorem 3. For radial grid T with node set V and depth
d, assume line impedances are bounded by non-zero values
and nodal injections to be zero-mean Gaussians with bounded
variance. For 0 < η < 1, if the number of nodal voltage
magnitude samples n is greater than Cd4|V |2 log(|V |/η) for
some constant C, then Algorithm 1 recovers the true topology
with probability 1−η.
The proof is given in Appendix VII-B. In a realistic grid,
all nodes may not observed. Naive application of Algorithm
1 can lead to errors in topology estimation as noted in the
following result.
Theorem 4. Consider missing nodes of degree at most 2 in
grid tree T . Algorithm 1 using observed node voltages creates
a tree TM where observed nodes in T separated by missing
nodes are connected by spurious edges, while rest of the true
edges are identified.
Proof. Using theorem 1, it is clear that observed neighbors in
T will be neighbors in TM . As missing nodes have maximum
degree 2, there is at most a line sub-graph of connected hidden
nodes with observed nodes at either end (see Fig. 3). These
observed nodes have the lowest φ among nodes separated by
a
b
c1 c3
c4
(a)
a
b c1
c3
c4
(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Distribution grid tree T with unobserved nodes of degree less
than 3.(b) Output of applying Algorithm 1
the hidden nodes, hence edges between them appear in the
spanning tree TM .
The following result follows immediately from Theorem 4.
Corollary 1. If grid T of |V | nodes has k non-adjacent
missing nodes, each of degree 2, then Algorithm 1 produces
a tree TM of |V |− k nodes with k spurious edges not present
in T , and does not have 2k missing edges from T .
The next section presents additional results on nodal volt-
ages and discusses tractable learning in the presence of missing
nodes.
IV. LEARNING WITH MISSING NODES
We consider voltage measurements and knowledge of injec-
tion statistics at the observed nodes while the missing nodes
are unobserved. First we consider the setting where missing
nodes are separated by greater than two hops.
A. Missing nodes separated by three or more hops
Let the set of observed nodes be O, i.e., where voltage
measurements and injection covariances are known. We con-
sider arbitrary placement of unobserved node set M with no
measurements or historical data under the following restriction
in this section.
Assumption 2: All missing nodes have a degree greater
than 2 and are separated by greater than two hops in the grid
tree T .
The degree assumption ensures uniqueness of topology
reconstruction. In particular, if hidden nodes of degree 2 are
adjacent, one can combine them into a single hidden node
by Kron reduction (similar to Theorem 4) while maintaining
consistency with available measurements. This prevents unique
reconstruction. Note that under Assumption 2, no hidden node
is a leaf.
Consider a tree T where missing node set M satisfies
Assumption 2. Let the minimum spanning tree TM between
observed nodes O be constructed using Algorithm 1 with
φ’s as edge weights. Consider the case shown in Fig. 4(a)
with missing node b. By Assumption 2, all nodes within two
hops of b are observed. Hence its parent a, children node set
Cb = {c1,c2,c3,c4} are observed. Also all neighbors of a and
Cb except b are observed. By Theorem 1, all edges between a
and non-descendants of b in TM are true edges, while observed
descendants of b are connected to the rest of TM through false
1
1non-existent edges
5a
bc1
c2 c4c3
(a)
a
c1
c2
c4c∗ = c3
(b)
Fig. 4. (a)Distribution grid tree T with unobserved node b. Node a is b’s
parent while nodes c1,c2,c3,c4 are its children. (b) Possible configuration of
spanning tree TM of observed nodes as per Theorem 5
edges between Cb and a. The following theorem gives possible
configurations between Cb and a in TM .
Theorem 5. For missing node b in T with observed parent a
and observed children node set Cb, let arg min
ci∈Cb
φbci = c
∗. Then
• No edge (cic j) between children ci,c j 6= c
∗ exists in TM .
• Nodes in set C 1b = {ci ∈ Cb,φaci < φc∗ci} are connected to
node a, those in Cb−C
1
b −{c
∗} are connected to c∗.
Proof. Consider node pair ci,c j 6= c
∗ in Cb. Using Eq. (9b)
φcic j = φbci+φbc j < φbci+φbc∗ = φcic∗ . Thus, any possible edge
between nodes in Cb includes node c
∗. The edges for each node
in sets C 1b and Cb−C
1
b follows by definition of min-weight
spanning tree.
Note that one of the sets C 1 or C 2 may be empty. It is
worth mentioning that node c∗ can be connected to some
node c† ∈ C 1 instead of directed to a if φac† < φc∗c† < φac∗
holds. Theorem 5 thus suggests that if Algorithm 1 outputs TM
between observed nodes, it may include false edges between
an observed node to either its siblings (for missing parent),
or to its grandchildren (for a single missing child). This is
depicted in Fig. 4(b). In particular, two sibling nodes with
missing parent in T may be as far as four hops away in TM .
Note that unlike the case for missing nodes of degree 2 (see
Theorem 4), here multiple configurations may be possible.
To estimate the operational edges, locate the missing nodes
and estimate their injections statistics, we require additional
properties of φ that make learning tractable. First we prove
equality relations for φ computed for parent-child nodes and
parent-grandchildren nodes.
Theorem 6. In T , the following statements hold:
1. If node b is the parent of nodes a and c (see Fig. 2)
φab = ∑
d∈Da
r2abΩp(d,d)+ x
2
abΩq(d,d)+2rabxabΩpq(d,d) (9a)
φac = ∑
d∈Da
r2abΩp(d,d)+ x
2
abΩq(d,d)+2rabxabΩpq(d,d)
+∑
d∈Dc
r2bcΩp(d,d)+ x
2
bcΩq(d,d)+2rbcxbcΩpq(d,d) (9b)
2. If node g is the parent of node b and grandparent of nodes
a and c (see Fig. 2),
φag−φcg = ∑
d∈Da
Ωp(d,d)(r
2
ab+2rabrbg)+Ωq(d,d)(x
2
ab +2xabxbg)
+2Ωpq(d,d)(rabxab+ rbgxab+ rabxbg)−∑
d∈Dc
Ωp(d,d)(r
2
cb +2rcbrbg)
−Ωq(d,d)(x
2
cb +2xcbxbg)−2Ωpq(d,d)(rcbxcb+ rbgxcb+ rcbxbg) and, (10a)
φag = ∑
d∈Da
Ωp(d,d)(rab+ rbg)
2+2Ωpq(d,d)(rab+ rbg)(xab+ xbg) (10b)
+Ωq(d,d)(xab + xbg)
2+∑
d∈Db−Da
Ωp(d,d)r
2
bg +Ωq(d,d)x
2
bg +2Ωpq(d,d)rbgxbg
φθag = ∑
d∈Da
Ωp(d,d)(xab + xbg)
2−2Ωpq(d,d)(rab + rbg)(xab+ xbg) (10c)
+Ωq(d,d)(rab + rbg)
2+∑
d∈Db−Da
Ωp(d,d)x
2
bg +Ωq(d,d)r
2
bg−2Ωpq(d,d)rbgxbg
φvθag = ∑
d∈Da
(Ωp(d,d)−Ωq(d,d))(rab+ rbg)(xab+ xbg)+Ωpq(d,d)(xab + xbg)
2
(10d)
−Ωpq(d,d)(rab + rbg)
2+∑
d∈Db−Da
(Ωp(d,d)−Ωq(d,d))rbgxbg+Ωpq(d,d)(x
2
bg− r
2
bg)
where φvθab = E[(va− µva − vb+ µvb)(θa− µθa − θb+ µθb)] and
φθab = E[(θa− µθa)− (θb− µθb)]
2.
The derivation of statement 1 in Theorem 6 follows the
derivation of the first statement in Theorem 1 for parent-
child pairs. The second statement is proven by expanding φ,
φθ and φvθ for grandchildren-grandparent pairs using Eq. (8)
and Eq. (7). We mention key takeaways from Theorem 6 that
enable verification of relative nodal positions in tree T and
estimate injection statistics.
1) If all descendants of nodes a are known then Eq. (9a) can
be used to verify its parent.
2) If a and c are known siblings and their descendants are
known, then Eq. (9b) can be used to search for their parent
b among possible edges in E f ull .
3) If a and c are siblings with known grandparent g and
descendant sets Da,Dc, Eq. (10a) can be used to search
for a and c’s parent.
4) If the injections at all descendants of node b is known and
its parent is verified as g, Eqs. (10b-10d) can be used to
determine its injection statistics.
Note that identification of parents as listed above (take-
aways 2,3) involves a linear search over the set of per-
missible edges and hence is not computationally intensive.
In the final takeaway, the estimation of b’s injection statis-
tics (Ωp(b,b),Ωq(b,b),Ωpq(b,b)) involves solving three linear
equations with three unknowns if all its descendants are
known.
These results are used next to jointly estimate topology
and injection statistics in the presence of missing nodes. The
overall steps in the learning procedure are listed in Algorithm
2.
Algorithm 2 working: We first construct the spanning tree
TM of observed nodes using φ as edge weights of permissible
edges in set E f ull (Step 1). To determine missing nodes and
their injection statistics, we iteratively verify edges starting
from leaves to the root in TM . This is done as checks at a node
depend on injections at its descendants that may be missing.
We consider observed non-leaf nodes at the greatest depth
in TM to iteratively search for hidden nodes with the first
iteration involving parents of leaf nodes. We first use Eq. (9a)
to verify whether each edge is true (Steps 5-9). If edges to
some set Ca are not verified, we check if a is their grandparent
with some missing parent b using Eq. (10a) (Steps 11-17).
From Assumption 2, nodes in Ca can have one missing parent.
If missing parent is identified, its injections are estimated using
Eqs. (10b). If not confirmed, we list a and Ca as siblings with
6Algorithm 2 Learning with Hidden Nodes separated by more
than 2 hops
Input: Voltage observations v, θ, and injection covariances
Ωp,Ωq,Ωpq at available node set O, hidden node set M , set
of permissible edges E f ull with line impedances, thresholds
τ1,τ2.
Output: Operational edges E , Ωp,Ωq,Ωpq at set M
1: ∀ nodes a,b ∈ O, compute φab and find minimum weight
spanning tree TM with φab as edge weights.
2: Sort nodes in TM in decreasing order of their depths and
mark them as unexplored.
3: while |M |> 0 OR no node unexplored do
4: Select unexplored node a with parent p at greatest
depth with observed children set Ca and undetermined
grandchildren set Ga in TM .
5: for all b ∈ Ca do
6: if φab satisfy Eq. (9a) with threshold τ1 then
7: E ← E ∪{(ab)}, Ca ← Ca−{b}
8: end if
9: end for
10: Ca ← Ca
⋃
Ga
11: for b ∈M ,|Ca| ≥ 2 do
12: if a, child b, grandchildren in Ca satisfy Eq. (10a)
with threshold τ2 then
13: E ← E
⋃
{(ba)}
⋃
{(bc)∀c ∈ Ca}
14: Solve Ωp(b,b),Ωq(b,b),Ωpq(b,b) from (10b-
10d).
15: Ca ←{}, M ←M −{b}.
16: end if
17: end for
18: if |Ca| ≥ 0 then
19: Disconnect (ap) from a’s parent p in TM . Expand
undetermined grandchildren set of p, Gp←Gp
⋃
Ca
⋃
{a}
20: end if
21: Mark a as explored
22: end while
unknown parent under a’s previous parent p (Steps 18-20).
a is marked as explored and the algorithm looks at the next
unexplored node.
Computational Complexity: As before, we can com-
pute the spanning tree for observed nodes in O((|V | −
|M |)2 log(|V |− |M |)) in worst case when all edges between
observed nodes are permissible. Next we sort the observed
nodes in topological order in linear time O(|V |− |M |) [26].
Checking the parent-child and grandparent-grandchildren rela-
tions has complexity O((|V |−|M |)|V |) due to iterations over
O(|V |−|M |) observed nodes in TM with possible search over
each child and each missing node. The overall complexity is
thus O(|V |2 log |V |) in the worst case.
In the next section, we extend Algorithm 2 to consider cases
where missing nodes can be two hops away instead of three.
B. Missing nodes separated by two or more hops
Here we consider missing nodes’ placement under the
following assumption.
Assumption 3: All missing nodes have a degree greater
than 2 and are not adjacent in the grid tree T .
Under Assumption 3, both parent and multiple children of
an observed node a may be missing (see Fig. 5(a)). This is
unlike Assumption 2 where only parent or one child of a may
be missing. Let TM be the spanning tree of observed nodes
given by Algorithm 1. In TM under Assumption 3, a may thus
be connected as parent to its siblings (from missing parent), as
well as to its grandchildren (from multiple missing children)
as depicted in Fig. 6(a). Thus, observed nodes that are four
hops away in T may be two hops away in TM .
To distinguish true siblings and true grandchildren in T
among false children in the spanning tree of observed nodes,
we use additional voltage inequalities at node triplets (groups
of three), described next.
a
b1
b2
p
Cp
Cb1
Cb2
(a)
Cp
Cp
Cb1
Cb2
Cb2Cb1
(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Node a with parent p and children b1,b2 . Node a has siblings Cp,
grandchildren Cb1 ,Cb2 . (b) [φk1a−φk2a+φk1k2 ] for k1,k2 ∈Cb1 ,Cb2 ,Cp
Theorem 7. Consider node a in T with parent p and children
nodes b1,b2. Let Cp be set of sibling nodes of a with parent
p (see Fig. 5(a)). Let Cb1 be children nodes of b1 and Cb2 be
children of b2. Then the following inequalities hold:
1) φk1a+φk2a−φk1k2 > 0 if k1,k2 are siblings in Cb1 ,Cb2 , or Cp
2) φk1a+φk2a−φk1k2 = 0 if k1 ∈ Cb1 ,k2 ∈ Cb2
3) φk1a+φk2a−φk1k2 < 0 if k1 ∈ Cb1or Cb2 and k2 ∈ Cp
Proof. To simplify notation, we consider sets Cp =
{c1,c2},Cb1 = {c3,c4},Cb2 = {c5,c6} as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Using the first result in Theorem 1, we have
φc1a = φap+φc1p, φc1c2 = φc1 p+φc2p, φc2a = φap+φc2p
⇒ φc1a+φc2a−φc1c2 > 0.
Now consider grandchildren of node a and children of b1.
From second result in Theorem 1, we have
φc3a > φc3b1 , φc4a > φc4b1
⇒ φc3a+φc4a−φc3c4 > 0 (as φc3c4 = φc3b1 +φc4b1)
By symmetry it is true for c5,c6 ∈ Cb2 . This proves the
first statement. Statement 2 follows immediately from the
first result in Theorem 1. For Statement 3, consider the case
k1 = c3 ∈ Cb1 ,k2 = c1 ∈ Cp. We have
φc3c1 = φc3p+φc1p > φc3a+φap+φc1p = φc3a+φc1p
where the inequality follows from the second result in Theo-
rem 1.
The key result of Theorem 7 is effective depicted in Fig. 5(b)
through the matrix [φk1a+φk2a−φk1k2 ] constructed using sib-
lings or grandchildren of node a. Note that the positive values
7in the matrix correspond to siblings of common parent. Hence
it can be used to distinguish erroneous children of a node into
its siblings and grandchildren in our learning algorithm. The
true parent of each grandchildren group can be identified and
its injection statistics estimated using Eq. (10a) and Eq. (10b-
10d) in Theorem 6. Next, we design Algorithm 3 to learn
the topology and injection statistics with non-adjacent missing
nodes.
Algorithm 3 Learning with Hidden Nodes separated by more
than 1 hop
Input: Voltage observations v, θ, and injection covariances
Ωp,Ωq,Ωpq at available node set O, hidden node set M , set
of permissible edges E f ull with line impedances, thresholds
τ1,τ2,τ3
Output: Operational edges E , Ωp,Ωq,Ωpq at set M
1: ∀ nodes a,b ∈ O, compute φab and find minimum weight
spanning tree TM with φab as edge weights.
2: Sort nodes in TM in decreasing order of their depths and
mark them as unexplored.
3: while |M |> 0 OR no node unexplored do
4: Select in TM unexplored node a with parent p at great-
est depth with observed children set Ca and undetermined
grandchildren sets Gia, i= 1,2...
5: for all b ∈ Ca do
6: if φab satisfy Eq. (9a) with threshold τ1 then
7: E ← E ∪{(ab)}, Ca ← Ca−{b}
8: end if
9: end for
10: Take one grandchild gi per G
i
a and nodes in Ca and
separate them into grandchildren sets Gia and sibling set
Sa by clustering φ using Theorem 7 with threshold τ3.
Add siblings of each gi to its separated set.
11: Find missing parent of separated grandchildren set Gi
using Eq. (10a) with threshold τ2, determine its injection
statistics using Eqs. (10b-10d) and remove it from M .
Add discovered edges to E .
12: if |Sa| ≥ 0 then
13: Disconnect (ap) from a’s parent p in TM . Form
undetermined grandchildren group Gip with Sa and a
14: end if
15: Mark a as explored
16: end while
Algorithm 3 working: The basic working of Algorithm 3
follows a similar logic as Algorithm 2. The differences exist
in Steps (10-11) where Theorem 7 is used to separate siblings
of a current node a from its grandchildren and then to identify
its missing children and estimate their injection statistics. For
better elucidation, the steps in Algorithm 3 for estimating the
grid in Fig. 5(a) are depicted in Fig. 6. Note that the hidden
nodes are p,b1,b2.
Computational Complexity: The complexity of Algorithm
3 can be computed similar to that of Algorithm 2 as the logic
is similar. The primary difference in complexity arises due
to separation between siblings and grandchildren of a node
in Step (11-17) and identifying its missing children. This has
complexity O(|V |2). Iterating over all nodes, the complexity
a
Cp
Cb1
Cb2
(a)
aS
G1a
G2a
(b)
a
b1
b2
S
Cb1
Cb2
(c)
a
b1
b2
Cp
Cb1
Cb2
p
(d)
Fig. 6. Steps in Learning distribution grid in Fig. 5(a) with hidden nodes
p,b1,b2 (a) Spanning tree TM for observed nodes (b) Separation of children
of node a in Tˆ into grandchildren and sibling sets with unknown parent nodes
(c) Identifying parent node of a’s grandchildren, a’s parent unidentified (d)
Identifying missing parent p of node a.
becomes O(|V |3) in the worst case. This also dominates the
overall complexity which is O(|V |3). It is worth mentioning
that the computational complexity results in the paper do not
assume knowledge of tree depth, maximum node degree, or
cardinality of permissible edge set. If they are known, the
complexity can be reduced further.
Extension to Multiple Trees: Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 can
be extended to grids with multiple trees powered by different
sub-stations. There we separate node groups for each tree
before running the learning algorithms. This is possible as
voltage magnitudes are measured relative to the root node,
and hence voltages at two nodes a and b in distinct trees will
be uncorrelated.
Correlated Injections: Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 and the
theorems guaranteeing their correctness rely on the injection
fluctuations being uncorrelated. Note that under correlated
injections, Σp,Σq,Σpq are not diagonal. Hence, the number
of unknown variables (injection cross-correlations) increase in
the case with missing nodes, and the current algorithms will
not be able to estimate them. Exact injection estimation under
correlated injections will be analyzed in future work. On the
other hand, the correctness of the estimate of topology and
injection variances (same node) by our algorithms under small
correlated injections can be analyzed using perturbation theory.
In particular the correlated covariance matrix Σp (similarly for
q and pq) can be expressed as Σucp + ∆p, where Σ
uc
p is the
diagonal matrix of injection variances and ∆p is the matrix
of cross-covariances with zero in the diagonal. Consequently
voltage covariances can be expressed as covariances under Σucp
and an error term. Thus voltage trends and equalities used
in the learning algorithms can be satisfied up to a threshold
for small injection correlations (small ∆p), and the correct
topology can be learnt. We plan to study bounds on maximum
injection correlation under which our algorithms are provably
correct in future work.
Finite sample effect: Empirically computed values of φ
may differ from their true values and hence equalities and
inequalities used in Algorithm 2 and 3 may only be satisfied
approximately. As such we use user-defined tolerances (τ1 in
Eq. (9a), τ2 in Eq. (10a), and τ3 in Theorem 7) to establish if
the desired equalities/inequalities are true. To reduce the effect
of varying injection covariances, we use thresholds based on
the relative values (expressed as ratio) in the equality relations
to determine their correctness. In the next section, we discuss
the performance of our learning algorithms in test distribution
8(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Modified 33-bus test case [23] with observed nodes (solid blue),
missing nodes (uncolored circles) for Algorithms 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c)
networks, notably on voltage samples generated by non-linear
AC power flows.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Comparison of LC-PF and AC-PF
We demonstrate the accuracy of LC-PF Eqs. (4) for the
modified 33-bus test case [23] in Fig. 7(a). The modification
is done to ensure hidden nodes in subsequent simulations have
degree greater than two. Fig. 8 compares voltage magnitudes
at non-substation buses computed by LC-PF with AC-PF
solver in Matpower [23] for two different variances in nodal
injections relative to mean injection (range of 10−2 and 10−3).
The voltages are measured relative to the per unit (p.u.) value
at the reference bus. Note that the values are close. Hence
theoretical algorithms proven for linearized power flow are
able to perform estimation tasks with Matpower generated
voltage measurements as presented next.
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Fig. 8. Bus Voltage magnitudes (p.u.) by AC-PF (Matpower) and LC-PF (4)
for two different ranges of injection variances
B. Algorithms’ performance
We discuss the performance of our learning Algorithms
1,2,3 in the test networks listed in Fig. 7. To the operational
32 edges, we add 50 additional edges (at random) with similar
impedances to create the input permissible edge set E f ull .
To create the input set, we consider Gaussian active and
reactive load fluctuations with random covariances selected
relative to base loads. We consider two settings where the
approximate order of covariances are taken as 10−3 and 10−2.
The injections are uncorrelated across nodes and used to
generate injection samples. These injections are then used
to generate voltage samples with non-linear AC-PF solver
Matpower [23]. We add independent Gaussian noise of fixed
variance to the available voltage measurements to simulate
noisy observations. The set E f ull along with the voltage
samples and the injection statistics at the observed nodes are
available as input to each algorithm. The observed nodes and
hidden nodes are selected respecting Assumptions 2 and 3 as
mentioned later. Each plot presented in this section depicts
average results over 1000 independent realizations.
We first consider Algorithm 1 where voltages at all nodes
are observed. We consider increasing number of noiseless LC-
PF and AC-PF samples and present relative errors in topology
estimation in Fig. 9(a). The relative errors are computed as
the differences between estimated and true edge sets measured
relative to the number of total edges (32). Compared to the
learning algorithm in [12], Algorithm 1 is not iterative and has
better accuracy. Crucially, the errors under LC-PF and AC-PF
are similar for Algorithm 1 due to sufficient accuracy of LC-
PF samples as discussed in Section V-A. For the remaining
simulations in the paper, we focus on AC-PF samples only.
In Fig. 9(b), we present relative errors in topology estima-
tion for different sample sizes and varying noise variances. We
consider three noise variance settings: (a) noiseless, (b) 1%,
and (c) 5%, relative to the measurement variance. Observe
that the errors are insignificant beyond 60 samples for both
injection covariance settings considered, when noise variance
is 1% or less. For the 5% noise case, the decay in error is
slower and it takes around 120 samples to reach the same level
of accuracy. The accuracy of estimated active and reactive
injection statistics from noiseless AC-PF voltage samples is
presented in Fig. 9(c). The errors in injection statistics are
measured relative to their true values and averaged over all
nodes. Note that the estimate improves at higher samples as
empirical moments are more accurate.
Next, we consider Algorithm 2 where missing nodes are
separated by greater than two hops. We consider the setting in
Fig. 7(b) with 4 missing nodes and present results of topology
and injection statistics estimation in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)
respectively. Observe that the number of topology errors under
both cases of nodal injection statistics reduce as the number
of samples increase. However compared to Fig. 9(b) for no
missing nodes, the number of samples needed is much higher.
Moreover the errors for noise variance of 1% are much higher
than than for the noiseless and 1% noise setting. This is due
to the fact that Algorithm 2 uses equality constraints (9a,10a)
to confirm true edges. At lower samples and higher noise,
these constraints may not be satisfied up to the thresholds
(pre-selected for the noiseless case), and hence errors are
higher. Finally, we consider Algorithm 3 that operates when
hidden nodes are non-adjacent. We consider the setting in
Fig. 7(c) with 8 missing nodes (4 more than for Algorithm
2). The performance for topology and injection statistics
estimation are presented in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) respectively,
for increasing voltage sample sizes. As before, the estimation
errors decay with an increase in sample sizes for both injection
covariance ranges selected. On expected lines, the performance
of topology estimation worsens on increasing the noise level
and decreasing the number of samples considered. Further note
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Fig. 9. (a) Comparison of topology estimation in Algorithm 1 with [12] for grid in Fig. 7(a) with injection covariance of order 10−3 (b) Average relative
errors in topology estimation for different noise levels, and (b) injection covariance estimation, v/s number of samples in Algorithm 1 for grid in Fig. 7(a).
Errors for two injection covariances are simulated.
that the decay of errors in estimated injection statistics with
increasing number of samples in each of the three algorithms is
lower than that for topology estimation. This is not surprising
as differences in estimated and true topologies are integer
valued and depend on satisfaction of equality and inequality
constraints within some threshold. On the other hand, errors in
injection statistics are induced by real-valued differences with
the true statistics that depend on empirical estimates and not
just on the estimate of the true topology.
Effect of Threshold: Note that unlike Algorithm 1, Algo-
rithms 2,3 use thresholds τ1, τ2, and Algorithm 3 additionally
uses τ3. The thresholds are picked to ensure correctness of
output at large sample values (4×104 samples). To understand
the impact of selected thresholds, we consider 5000 noiseless
voltage samples in Algorithms 2, 3 for both injection covari-
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Fig. 10. Average relative errors in topology estimation for different noise
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Algorithm 3 for grid in Fig. 7(c)
ances and vary each threshold relative to their pre-selected
values, while fixing the others. It is clear from Figs. 12(a)
and 12(b) that Algorithms 2 and 3 are both more sensitive
to τ1 (used for Eq. (9a)) than τ2,τ3 respectively. This can be
explained as τ1 enables the preliminary determination of true
parent-child edges that affects edge identification in follow-
up steps. We postpone a theoretical study of correct threshold
selection based on historical to future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses algorithms for radial distribution grids
to estimate the operational topology and injection statistics
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Fig. 12. Errors in topology estimation with relative change in thresholds
(a) (τ1,τ2) in Algorithm 2, and (b) (τ1,τ3) in Algorithm 3 for 5000 voltage
samples.
of missing nodes using voltage measurements and injection
statistics at a subset of the grid nodes. We show that the
learning algorithms provably learn the exact topology when all
missing nodes are non-adjacent and have degree greater than
two. Compared to previous work, the learning algorithms in
this paper are able to handle a greater fraction of hidden nodes
and require less information regarding them. Simulation results
on test cases demonstrate the performance of the algorithms
on realistic voltage samples generated by non-linear AC power
flows.
In future we propose to extend the algorithms here to lin-
earized multi-phase distribution networks [27], [28]. A formal
understanding of the selection of thresholds and extension of
the algorithm to cases with correlated injections are directions
of future work. The novel properties of voltage moments used
in algorithm design may have applications in general network
flow problems such as gas networks [29]. We propose to
analyze its relation to general graphical models.
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VII. APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1

g b
c
gc
(a)
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hb
b
c
hc
(b)
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b
c
(c)
Fig. 13. Distribution grid tree for proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. As b lies on the unique path from a to c, we have
P c
⋂
P a ⊆ P b. We first consider the case where P c
⋂
P a = P b
as shown in Fig. 13(a). Here, both a and c are descendants
of b in T . Let ga,gc be b’s children on paths to a and c
respectively. Clearly Dga and Dgc are disjoint subsets of Db.
Using Eq. (6) and observing paths in this configuration, the
following hold,
H−1
1/r(a,d) = H
−1
1/r(b,d) for d /∈D
ga (11)
H−1
1/r(c,d) = H
−1
1/r(b,d) for d /∈D
gc (12)
H−1
1/r(a,d) = H
−1
1/r(c,d) for d /∈D
ga ,Dgc (13)
Similar results hold for H−1
1/x as well. Consider φab+φbc where
the expansion of φ is given by Eq. (8). We denote the three
additive terms on right side of Eq. (8) by φ1,φ2,φ3 for shorter
expressions. We have
φ1ab+φ
1
bc = ∑
d∈Dga
(H−1
1/r(a,d)−H
−1
1/r(b,d))
2Ωp(d,d)
+ ∑
d∈Dgc
(H−1
1/r
(c,d)−H−1
1/r
(b,d))2Ωp(d,d) (14)
= ∑
d∈Dga
(H−1
1/r(a,d)−H
−1
1/r(c,d))
2Ωp(d,d)
+ ∑
d∈Dgc
(H−1
1/r
(a,d)−H−1
1/r
(c,d))2Ωp(d,d) = φ
1
ac (15)
where the first equality follows from Eq. (11), while the
second equality uses Eqs. (12,13). Using the same logic for
φ2,φ3 and adding them proves φab+φbc = φac.
Next consider the case of P c
⋂
P a ⊂ P b. Here we first look
at the configuration in Fig. 13(b) where c is a descendant of
b, which itself is a descendant of a. Let hb be the child of a
on path to b and hc be the child of b on path to c. As before,
we consider φ = φ1+φ2+φ3. Writing the expressions for φ1,
we have
φ1ab+φ
1
bc = ∑
d∈Dhb
(H−1
1/r
(b,d)−H−1
1/r
(a,d))2Ωp(d,d)
+ ∑
d∈Dhc
(H−1
1/r
(c,d)−H−1
1/r
(b,d))2Ωp(d,d) (16)
= ∑
d∈Dhb−Dhc
(H−1
1/r
(b,d)−H−1
1/r
(a,d))2Ωp(d,d)
+ ∑
d∈Dhc
((H−1
1/r
(b,d)−H−1
1/r
(a,d))2+(H−1
1/r
(c,d)−H−1
1/r
(b,d))2)Ωp(d,d)
(17)
≤ ∑
d∈Dhb
(H−1
1/r
(c,d)−H−1
1/r
(a,d))2Ωp(d,d) = φ
1
ac (18)
where we used the property that H−1
1/r(a,d) < H
−1
1/r(b,d) ≤
H−1
1/r(c,d) < 0 for d ∈ D
hb . As similar inequalities hold for
φ2 and φ3, we have φab + φbc < φac for the configuration in
Fig. 13(b). By symmetry it is easy to see that the inequality
holds when positions of a and c are exchanged. For any other
configuration with P c
⋂
P a⊂ P b (Example in Fig. 13(c))), one
can find an intermediate node b1 such that P
c
⋂
P a = P b1 .
Then using the above analysis,
φab+φbc = φab1 +φbb1 +φbc < φab1 +φb1c = φac
Thus it is true for all configurations with P c
⋂
P a⊂ P b. Hence
proved.
B. Proof of Theorem 3
For zero mean injections, the voltage magnitudes (measured
as deviations) are also zero mean. To prove the sample com-
plexity result for Algorithm 1, we first determine maximum
empirical errors in φab = E[va − vb]
2 that Algorithm 1 can
tolerate. The following result holds for φ.
Theorem 8. Consider node a in radial grid T with nodes V
and edge set E . ∀b 6= a,(ab) /∈E , there exists some c on path
from a to b with (ac) ∈ E such that φab ≥ φac+ k1 where
k1 = min(r
2
min,x
2
min)min
d∈V
(Ωp(d,d) + Ωp(d,d) + 2Ωpq(d,d)).
Here rmin,xmin are the minimum values of resistance, reactance
in grid T .
Proof. Using Theorem 1, it is clear that for any two non-
neighbor nodes a,b connected through a’s neighbor c, φab−
φac ≥ φbb1 , where b1 is b’s neighbor on path to c. Using
Eq. (9a) in Theorem 6, φbb1 is upper-bounded by k1.
Note that constant k1 does not scale with the size of the
network. For empirically computed φˆ’s, the correct output of
Algorithm 1 follows from:
Theorem 9. If ∀a 6= b∈V , empirically computed φˆab satisfies
|φˆab − φab| < k1/2, then Algorithm 1 outputs the correct
topology.
Proof. Consider any a, its neighbor b and node c connected
to a via b. For correct topology estimation, we need φˆab < φˆac.
This holds as
φˆac− φˆab = (φˆac−φac)+ (φab− φˆab)+ (φac−φab)
>−k1/2− k1/2+ k1 > 0 (19)
Here, we use x>−|x| and Theorem 8.
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Using φab =Ωv(a,a)+Ωv(b,b)−Ωv(a,b)−Ωv(b,a), errors
in empirical estimates φˆab can be related to empirical voltage
magnitude covariance Ωˆv as follows
P[|φˆab−φab|>
k1
2
]≤ P

 ⋃
i, j∈{a,b}
|Ωˆv(i, j)−Ω(i, j)|>
k1
8


(20)
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, we determine the number
of samples necessary to ensure Theorem 9 holds with high
probability. We list the following result from [30], [31].
Theorem 10. For a p-dimensional zero-mean Gaussian ran-
dom vector X = [X1, ...Xp], empirical covariance from n sam-
ples satisfies
P
[
|Ωˆ(i, j)−Ω(i, j)|> ε
]
≤ 4exp
[
−
nε2
3200maxi Ω2(i, i)
]
.
As we consider voltage magnitudes as random variables, we
determine the maximum value of diagonal of Ωv first.
Theorem 11. Under LC-PF model in grid T with depth d and
node set V and zero-mean Gaussian injection deviations, each
diagonal entry Ωv(a,a) is upper bounded by d
2|V |k2, where
k2 = max(r
2
max,x
2
max)max
c∈V
(Ωp(c,c) + Ωp(c,c) + 2Ωpq(c,c)).
Here rmax,xmax are the maximum values of resistance, reac-
tance in grid T .
Proof. Using Eq. (5b), Ωv(a,a) equals ∑cH
−12
1/r(a,c)Ωp(c,c)
+H−1
2
1/x(a,c)Ωq(c,c) +2H
−1
1/r(a,c)H
−1
1/x(a,c)Ωpq(c,c). Using
Eq. (6) and definition of rmax,xmax and depth d, we have
H−1
1/r(a,c)≤ drmax, H
−1
1/x(a,c)≤ dxmax. Thus we have
Ωv(a,a)
≤ d2max(r2max,x
2
max)∑
c∈V
Ωp(c,c)+Ωp(c,c)+ 2Ωpq(c,c)
≤ d2|V |max(r2max,x
2
max)max
c∈V
(Ωp(c,c)+Ωp(c,c)+ 2Ωpq(c,c)).
Note that constant k2 is independent of the size of the
network. Using the Union bound with Theorem 10, empirical
estimates of all voltage magnitude covariances Ωˆv from n
samples are bounded by
P
[
|Ωˆv(a,b)−Ωv(a,b)|> ε,∃a,b ∈V
]
≤
4|V |2 exp
[
−
nε2
3200maxa Ω2(a,a)
]
≤ 4|V |2 exp
[
−
nε2
3200d4|V |2k22
]
Consider ε = k1/8, and Eq. (20), we have
P
[
|φˆab−φab|> k1/2,∃a,b ∈V
]
≤ 4|V |2 exp
[
−
nk21
d4|V |2k3
]
where k3 = 3200k
2
28
2 is independent of the grid size. Using
Theorem 9, Algorithm 1 outputs the correct topology with
probability at least 1−η if
η > 4|V |2 exp
[
−
nk21
d4|V |2k3
]
⇒ n>Cd4|V |2 log(|V |/η)
(21)
where constant C is independent of the grid size. This proves
Theorem 3.
